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SLIDEMASTER TWIN
TECHNICAL SECTION

96x26 mm
Panel Proﬁle

20 mm Double Glass

Speed HD wheels
can carry 200 kg
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SLIDEMASTER TWIN
TECHNICAL DETAILS
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SLIDEMASTER TWIN
PRODUCT PROPERTIES

Four Times Insulation
Heat insulated version of the SlideMaster provides 4.3 times
more insulation than a single glass due to the double glass
option used in it. So you will experience cooler summers and
warmer winters.

3D Isolation
Brno thermo system uses isolation brushes between Rail
and Panel prole, around the Rail proles and side proles
used at the end of systems for much better and higher
isolation.

Perpetual Motion
Brno uses unique design Speed- HD wheels which are
patented . Wheels have stainless steel bearing, have
adjustable height option and absorb shocks. All the
panels move comfortably with the minimum noise and
friction.

Stainless Steel Hardware System
Bearings and other hardware parts of is under the
guarantee of Keraglass as it is for Stainless Steel.

Endless Rail System
The special design of Brno thermo allows endless rail
application. Keraglass designed extra rail prole which is
added perfectly to sides of rail proles. There is no limit for
addition so it is totally endless.
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SLIDEMASTER TWIN
PRODUCT PROPERTIES

3 Different Types of Glass
System can be used in 3 different glass thicknesses which are
4+12+4 heat insulated, 8 mm and 10 mm. The choice of
the glass thickness depends of the preference and
characteristics of the project.

Operation of with and without threshold
SlideMaster can be applied with or without threshold version.
Threshold version has 42 mm height and without threshold
has a15 mm thickness. Perfect solution for HoReCA places.

No barriers at the corners
Keraglass designed special panel proles for L and U
projects. Balconies can be completely opened without the
usage of any xed side proles. This allows perfect wideness
and panoramic view for L and U projects.

Maximum Panoramic View
System allows a panoramic view due to its 1.5m wide side
panels. These panels can be closed / opened comfortably
with the help of advanced wheel parts.

Safety Lock System Options
You can choose among the variations of lock system since it
is a Brno feature to design your safety need.
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SLIDEMASTER TWIN
PRODUCT PROPERTIES

Easy Cleaning Inside & Outside
Brno thermo special design allows all panels
move individually so all panels can be cleaned
100 %.

Special Water Drainage System
The extra rail which enables innitive rails to the system,
works as water drainage system at bottom part. So the
amount of water that possibly would enter will be collected in
water discharge unit under the bottom rail prole and will be
drained by discharge holes.

Soft Touch- Non Dirt Surface
Brno system is designed and dyed in special gilded, dirt-free
ESPC paint. This adds the system a shining and easier
cleaning surface compared to standard anthracite RAL color.

Curtain Blind – Shutter – Fly Screen
Curtain Blind/Shutter or y screen can be integrated at the
outmost rail which will allow you to control sunlight or
mosquito entering inside your system.
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